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You need visibility into which keywords are driving 
the most calls from paid search. It’s not enough 
to know which adgroup or campaign drives calls. 
Additionally, search marketers in mid-market 
businesses typically don’t have access to a bid 
management platform and their own conversion 
data to fully optimize for call conversions. Marchex 
Search Analytics Standard enables full optimization 
for your online data and call conversions. This allows 
you to spend more efficiently, drive higher search 
conversions, increase your ROI and decrease  
your CPA!

Why Marchex Search Analytics 
Standard works

Marchex provides the keyword level data you need 
and provides real results. Customers are seeing a 
decrease in cost-per-acquisition by 43%.

Marchex delivers keyword level attribution 
for all calls
Get keyword level attribution from calls from 
your call extensions and landing page to help 
you optimize spend on keywords that drive call 
conversions. 

Marchex identifies which calls are 
conversions automatically 
We use Call DNA to parse metadata such as 
phone menu choices and even conversation 
attributes to determine if it is likely a sale took 
place. Our DNA technology identifies which 
keywords drive calls that are likely to convert to 
new business.

Marchex provides automated set up and rich 
keyword level data
Setup is quick and easy with Search Analytics 
Standard. You can synchronize, measure and 
improve your search campaigns with our rich 
keyword level data.

The Solution That Delivers 
100% Keyword Attribution 
For All Calls

Marchex Search Analytics Standard
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Introducing Search Analytics 
Standard

Phone call conversations can be difficult to accurately 
measure. Marchex provides the first of its kind keyword 
level attribution tracking for calls from call extensions 
and landing pages, allowing 100% visibility into which 
keyword led to a phone conversation. 

“Marchex Search Analytics increased our revenue 
by 50% and decreased our CPA by 43%.”

Brad Roberts, Vice President Digital Marketing – 
AllConnect

Before and after with Search Analytics Standard 

With Marchex Search Analytics Standard, you’ll get the rich keyword level data you need for full visibility into which keywords 
drive call conversions. Use this data to optimize your campaigns and improve your paid search performance overall!
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Google & Bing - Keyword attribution for click-to-call. 

Google & Bing - Keyword attribution for calls from landing pages 

Google & Bing - Call conversion at the keyword level 

Keyword level reports with rich call data delivered daily 

Call DNA Standard 

Dedicated phone number support 

Automated click-to-call campaign set up 

Enhanced Conversion Data 

Google & Bing - Keyword attribution for call only ads

Premium
Includes

Standard
IncludesFeature Details

Arm yourself with the right data to optimize for call conversions with 
Search Analytics

Marchex Search Analytics Standard reveals powerful data and insights that help optimize your search campaigns to 
generate the types of phone calls that really matter: new sales. We now offer two solutions to help with your specific needs! 

Marchex works with Fortune 100 companies in the following categories:

Auto Cable & Satellite Insurance Home Services Hotels & Cruises Wireless Carriers


